Use our phrase structure rules to give one parse for each of the following sentences. Circle the phrases that are arguments.

1. Some big dog in the park should send the cat to Hell.
2. Jane can be confused about cats.
3. Every sheep will explain to me that sheep can talk about things.

Each of the following sentences have three parses in which the PP is in a different place. That is, there are three different ways of fitting on Smith into a sentence that comes out with the first string of words and three different ways of fitting in the tree into a sentence that comes out with the second string of words. For each of these sentences, show me these three parses.

1. Mary will stand and read the book on Smith.
2. Sam should read the book about quails in the tree.

In each of the following sentences there is only one place that the PP they contain can be. For each sentence give me a parse that shows where the PP is and explain why the other two positions that the parallel PPs in the previous question have aren't available.

1. Mary will stand and put the book on Smith.
2. Sam should put the book about quails in the tree.